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Brushes

Procreate overview

Erasers Layers



Procreate overview

Color picker Color wheel + palettes Quicklines



Import images Change layer opacity Brush opacity + size

Undo: tap w/ 2 fingers
Redo: tap w/ 3 fingersProcreate overview



Wireframes
Extending lines on a wireframe 
shows that it’s a sketch meant to 
communicate the idea of a cube

- Show the basic structure of an 
object

- Gives the drawing integrity

- Acts as a guideline for the rest of 
your drawing



Adding tone to an object gives it 
volume and helps viewers 
understand what the object is 
supposed to be

- Determine a light source

- Shade each surface based on 
where the light will fall

- Overdraw each surface using 
stepped color opacities (30%, 
50%, 70%)

- Erase overdrawn section to align 
with the wireframe

Tone



Line weight is used to communicate 
an object as a single entity

- Thicker pen size than wireframe

- Helps make that object “pop” 
and stand out in the foreground

- Used to differentiate air from 
volume

Line Weight



Shadows are used to ground an 
object; meaning that they are 
resting on a surface, not floating

- Determine shadow placement 
based on light source

- Use the same toning technique 
to fill the shadow (overdraw + 
erase)

- Hatching shadows (repeated 
lines) is another way to add tone 
to shadows

Drop Shadows



Highlights aren’t essential, but they 
accentuate the form of the object, 
and make the sketch feel flashy

- Show where the light source 
catches an edge

- Communicates the finish of the 
material you are using

Highlights



Vignettes bring attention to what 
the main focus should be and help 
the object jump out of the page

- Create relationships between 
sketches by grouping onto a 
vignette

- Always offset; don’t put entire 
drawing in the vignette

Vignettes



Tell a story about a sketch by 
bringing in developmental or 
contextual sketches

- Use size hierarchy to show what 
is most important on the page

- Use hands or common objects 
to show scale

Composition



Tracing can be used for objects that 
are difficult to draw from life or from 
memory

- Import photos and lower the 
opacity

- Create a new layer and use the 
photo as a guideline

- Use it as crutch when you’re 
short on time

Tracing



Use call-outs to communicate 
important information

- Arrows are helpful to add 
descriptions to specifics in your 
sketch

- Use zoom in call outs to 
communicate what is happening 
in a specific place

Call-outs + titles



Export your sketch and use it as a 
new and interesting way to 
communicate your idea to others! 
(presentations, decks, etc.)

- Export your sketch as a PSD to 
open in photoshop

- Export as png with transparent 
background

- Share to other devices (I find 
imessage to be the easiest)

Exporting


